
MATCH MAKING ONLINE

There are different names for matchmaking viz, Kundali Milan, Guna Milan, Horoscope Matching and Compatibility,
Lagna Melapak etc. The factors which are.

We need to check horoscopes of the couple to find about doshas they have and solutions to those doshas.
According to our opinion, you should be deemed second final report more correct. Your help and support
needed to provide more free Vedic Astrology services through this website. Planetary Positions Can you
provide me with the planetary positions of my birth time? Our charts are made with minute details. Janam
Kundli Milan is the proven astrological method to check a match for marriage or for love match. What details
we need to check compatibility? Planetary States What is the importance of the Planetary States? This is
performed in two way, one is Kundli matching by name and another is horoscope match by date of birth.
Additionally, this awesome fortune teller tells about Ashtakoot Dosh and Dosha Parihar. You provide us with
your birth date and time and your name and you will get the detailed lagan kundali made by our expert
astrologers. For this vital decision of their lives, the parents of both the girl and the boy who are to get married
and the elders of their families get together; they then follow an ancient method, laid down by the sages of old,
to see the marriage compatibility between the girl and the boy. This is a Vedic compatibility check. What are
those main doshas which may cause problems in married life? No, this is a basic method as it uses only Birth
star and Birth sign. The zodiac influences the person through the nine planets navgrahas. You are advised to
read all about astrology horoscope compatibility before using matching calculator. We use Vedic Asta Kuta
method to analyze compatibility between boy and girl. Sukra dosh. Sure, you will be given navmasha chart
and you will get the position of the planets during your birth time. Please consult a learned Astrologer before
taking final decision about marriage. Varna koota, 2. Please recheck given details before submitting. Rashi
koota or Bhakoota and 8.


